Weellbeethon
La Maratona del Benessere
Unifg

Programma

12-13 MAGGIO 2022
DIPARTIMENTO DI STUDI UMANISTICI
Via Arpi 176, Foggia
8:30  Acceptance / Welcome

10:00  Introduction to Hackaton

10:30  Groups ideas

11:00  Inspirational session with guest speakers

12:00  Forming hack groups

12:30  Lunch and meeting up with coaches

13:00  Let's hack!

15:30  Inspirational session with guest speakers

17:00  Let's hack!

18:15  Inspirational session with guest speakers

19:30  Dinner

20:00  Music experience

21:00  Pitch training

22:00  Let's hack! - Start night sitting

CONTATTI

wellbeethon@unifg.it

La Maratona del Benessere Unifg

wellbeethon_unifg

#Wellbeethon_unifg
EARLY MORNING

00:00
Midnight yoga

00:45
Let's hack!

02:00
Energizer - Physical activity

2:45
Let's hack!

04:30
Morning walk

05:00
Let's hack! - Final round

MORNING

06:00
Breakfast

09:30
Pitches - Submission of projects

10:00
Jury Voting and Prizes

11:00
Thanks and greetings

CONTATTI

wellbeethon@unifg.it

La Maratona del Benessere Unifg

wellbeethon_unifg

We wait for you!
Let's hack together

Università di Foggia
#Wellbeethon_unifg